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HAPPY JULY, BEES!
To start off, I hope that everyone is
doing well and having a great
summer thus far. Summer is an
opportunity for you to binge watch
that show you’ve been dying to,
catch up on that much needed
sleep, explore new areas that you’ve
never been to, and spend time with
your friends and family. After all the
hard work you put in during the
school work, you deserve it!
While it is still summer, I highly
encourage you to continue to attend
events! Take advantage of the longer
days and your free time to serve your
homes, schools, and communities.

Officers, I hope that you all learned a
lot through your officer training
conferences
and
that
you’re
prepared for this term. Utilize this time
to plan effectively for the rest of the
term, especially for the fall when
many important events happen, like
club rush and Fall Rally. Let’s continue
to achieve new heights this term and
meet our district goal of 41,500 dues
paid members!
With that being said, I hope you enjoy
your summer and what’s left of it! As
always, if you have any questions,
comments, or concerns, please feel
free to email me!

BUZZING WITH SERVICE,
HANAH SHIH
cnhkc.dne@gmail.com

INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION 2019
ICON: JULY 3-6 @ BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
CNH DISTRICT TOUR: JULY 7-9
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4 | SPOTLIGHT: CORE VALUE

SPOTLIGHT CORE VALUE:
INCLUSIVENESS
INCLUSIVENESS
Definition: in-clu-sive-ness / adjective
“Including or encompassing the stated limit in consideration or account for others”

WHAT IT MEANS
Inclusiveness is being welcoming towards everyone, regardless of backgrounds,
communities, and identities.

1. LEAVE YOUR
ASSUMPTIONS AT THE DOOR

2. TALKING TO THOSE
WHO ARE ALONE

It’s easy to make assumptions about
others, but these often lead to
misunderstandings and biases. The
next time you find yourself creating
assumptions in your head like “they’re
too popular to talk to me” or “they’re
busy,’ stop yourself! Approach the
person you want to and talk to them!
A little confidence and a positive
attitude is all you need!

See that person sitting alone on their
phone? Go talk to them! It starts off
with a simple greeting and you can
also make a new friend along the way.
Ask them about their interests and
hobbies and chances are, you’ll have
something in common. If someone
joins your group and talks to you,
include them in your conversation! It
may be a little awkward at first, but it’s
definitely worth it.

3. ASKING THE RIGHT
QUESTIONS

4. ASK EVERYONE FOR
THEIR INPUT

Evaluate what situation or setting
you’re in and use that to spark a
conversation! If you are at a DCM, you
could ask “Do you usually attend
DCM’s” or “What school are you
from?” If you’re at a service event, you
could ask “What time did you wake up
to be here?” Don’t think that it’s weird
to ask these questions. Put yourself in
their shoes - would you think it’s weird
or think it’s a mature move to
approach a person first?

Let’s be honest, meetings can get
boring with the same people talking,
and others remaining silent the whole
time. Ask the people who’s not talking
for their input and ideas. They could
potentially bring a refreshing idea that
no one has thought of yet. You could
also rotate who runs the meetings.
Give other officers the chance to
express their creativity and enhance
their leadership skills in a productive
setting!
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GOVERNOR
Hello CNH! Thank you so much
for reading another issue of the
Bee Times! We are now officially
in July, meaning that we have a
new
Spotlight
on
Service
Program focus: “Go Outdoors”!
Although this time of the year is
known to be notoriously hot and
sweaty, it is also the times in
which many people are in need
of help! Remember to stay on
the lookout for service and
participate in them as your time
permits! It is also fun to go out
and enjoy an afternoon of
bonding activities along with
some table-top service projects!
BEE
creative!
In
addition,
remember that summer time is
crucial, no only for officers but
for members as well! If you are
looking for things to do, go to
service, plan a vacation, or start
on studying, homework, or in
some cases, college apps! Take
advantage of the free time now
so you don’t have to stress later.
If you have summer classes,
internships, or other occupations,
that is absolutely

fantastic for you! Your hard work
now will pay off in the near
future! The 2019 Key Club
International Convention will
take place this month in
Baltimore, Maryland from July
3rd to 6th! This is an opportunity
for attendees to meet Key
Clubbers from all around the
world, learn more about Key
Club International, and explore
the local culture! Elections for
the
incoming
International
Board, including International
President, Vice President, and
Trustees will be held as well as a
House
of
Delegates
for
amendments to the international
bylaws.
CNH
will
have
approximately
50
representatives there to voice
our interests! This is it from me for
this month! If you ever have any
questions,
comments,
or
concerns about anything please
feel free to contact any of the
Executives!
Our
contact
information is towards the back
of the newsletter! Thank you for
reading, and stay serving bees!

TREASURER
Congratulations
on
officially
starting off the third month of the
term! I know you are all working
very hard in effectively serving
your
home,
school
and
community. With only 8 months
left I would like to strongly
encourage you all to finish up
the summer strong in order to
maximize the level of efficiency.
This would include things such as
hosting board meetings, setting
club objectives and goals,
planning for a club fair, hosting
service projects and getting a
headstart on fundraising. In
addition to Key Club work, don’t
forget to be productive in your
personal life as well! Please don’t
wait till the last minute to get
Summer assignments done, start
college apps (if you’re a Senior),
or start planning for the SAT/ACT.
Remember that it is important to
have enough time put aside for
Key Club! If you haven’t already
done so, please contact your
faculty advisor to confirm that
they have the login information
to enter the MUC when fall
comes around! This will also help
you better prepare for paying
your dues in October! I believe in
you all.

SECRETARY
Welcome to the month of July, a
wonderful service-filled month
for you to serve your community
at
the
greatest
standard!
Remember that amongst the
summer homework, exciting trips
excursions,
and
internships,
service will always be there no
matter what time of the day.
While school is not is session,
remember to reflect upon our
district goals: 1.1 million hours of
service, $260,000 raised for PTP,
and 41,500 members. While the
numbers may be overwhelming,
progress occurs step-by-step,
month by month, service after
service project, and so much
more. Our district goals are like a
bowl of poke, piece by piece.
Summer is also a great time to
begin planning for the term,
especially if you are a club
officer or division leadership
team member. Preparedness is
key to a thriving term. No matter
what goals you set, use them to
gain motivation and guidance
to achieve greatness in this
opportunity-filled term. Like the
name of the 2019-2020 CNH
District Board name, I challenge
you
this
term
to
be
unforgettable. Service never
ends, so I hope to see you do
amazing things during this
summer and in the term in
general. Mahalo for all of your
service, and I cannot thank you
enough for all that you do!
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DISTRICT LEADERSHIP TEAM
NEWS EDITOR | HANAH
SHIH
1. My birthday is on July
4th.
2. I put in cereal before
milk
3. Before being DNE, I was
just a member!
TECH EDITOR | SYDNEY
KARIMI
1. I’m a water baby and I
love scuba diving in the
ocean.
2. I have a second degree
black belt.
3. I am deathly afraid of
bees for no reason.
VIDEO MEDIA EDITOR |
DERRY CHEN
1. My birthday is on April
Fools.
2. I love K-Pop and EDM
artists.
3. During my free time, I
enjoy filming, editing, and
producing videos.
COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING | SOPHIA
SORIANO
1. I used to be able to play
the trombone.
2. I have two dogs, named
Kim and Ellie
3. I love thrifting!
DISTRICT CONVENTION |
MICHELLE LE
1. I love fried chicken.
2. I make spotify playlists
when I’m bored.
3. My middle name is
literally the letter “Y.”

KIWANIS FAMILY &
FOUNDATIONS | JANET
TENG
1. My cat runs away, but
always comes back
2. I love all kinds of foods
3. I jumped off a
motorcycle once, leaving
a scar under my nose
MEMBER DEVELOPMENT &
EDUCATION | DANIEL
CHONG
1. I’m diamond in League
of Legends
2. I can play the Seinfield
theme song with just a ruler
and table
3. I like talking about music
MEMBER RECOGNITION |
QUEENIE LAM
1. I met my cousin through
Key Club.
2. I like horses.
3. I used to figure skate.

POLICY, INT’L BUSINESS, &
ELECTIONS | JOYCE WU
1. I like to collect
stationary.
2. My favorite kpop group
is Twice.
3. My boba order is
wintermelon tea with
lemon, 30% sweet, less ice.
SERVICE PROJECTS |
MELISSA CABANA
1. I love dogs-alot.
2. I love Harry Potter.
3. I play the ukulele.
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CNH District Kiwanis Family and Foundation Committee
Chair Janet Teng | cnhkc.kff@gmail.com

CNH District Kiwanis Family and Foundation Committee
Chair Janet Teng | cnhkc.kff@gmail.com

CNH District Kiwanis Family and Foundation Committee
Chair Janet Teng | cnhkc.kff@gmail.com

CNH District Kiwanis Family and Foundation Committee
Chair Janet Teng | cnhkc.kff@gmail.com

BIG CHANGES IN EDUCATION
CNH is changing up the way we train you all this year!
We’re moving on to more modern methods of training to
make sure that you guys have all the resources you
need to serve your homes, schools, and communities to
the best of your abilities!

CHANGE 1: VIDEOS
We are hard at work
producing videos for officer
and member training! These
videos will be found on the
CNH YouTube Channel.
There are only a couple
videos uploaded right now,
but many more will be
uploaded over the course
of the term. We hope you
like them!

CHANGE 2: NEW
POWERPOINT STYLES
We are in the process of creating two
versions of each PowerPoint that we
offer on the CNH CyberKey. One
version will be the version that you’re
familiar with, but we’re also adding
“presenter versions” that are much
more concise and have more visual
media! These new versions will allow
presenters to have more freedom
make their presentation theirs.

CHANGE 3: MORE LIVESTREAMS
CNH is also planning to have livestreams
on various forms of media as the term
goes on. We are making these livestreams
discuss various topics, such as different
officer positions, vital educational topics,
and even topics concerning self-love and
self-care. Our hope for these livestreams is
to inspire and educate as many members
as possible.
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JUNE DIVISION RECOGNITION
If your name is listed here, thank you for all your dedication
towards CNH. We commend you for all your hard work and
service to your homes, schools, and communities. Keep up the
great work!
DIVISION

CLUB

MEMBER

OFFICER

FACULTY

KIWANIS

2 North

Oakland

Kiersten Samatra

Luis Silva

2 South

Kipp King

Alexandra Modena

Gene Kung

Jan Othen

Zuberi Johnson

3 North

Crescenta Valley

Minhui Seo

Tiffany Hwang

Ms. Harada

Patricia Larrigan

3 South

Eagle Rock

Garo Kapouytian

Jason Guinhawa

4 Central

Irvine

Nicole Lee

Minori Koga

Terry Trank

Bob Miller

4 East

Villa Park

WIlliam Hernandez

Vy Vu

Erin Miller

Kent Arnold

4 North

Santiago

Phoebe Nguyen

Armando Ventura

Katherine Gomez

Don Zweifel

4 South

Tesoro

Katie Faris

Taylor Chen

Mr. Ritscher

Mrs. Pong

4 West

Segerstrom

Karen Nguyen

Cindy Du

Ms. Hargrave

Eric Rivas

5 North

Buchanan

Nathan Nguyen

Leanne Gip

Corrina Torres

Debbie Young

7 North

River City

Ong Teh

Shelley Chuong

Kevin Tao

John Brummer

7 South

Elk Grove

Janna Bocalbos

Manpreet Kaur

Shelley Walker

Mark Shimada

10 North

San Marino

Vivan Ma

Nathan Wang

Florence Lee

Patricia Foltyn

10 South

Montebello

Kathy Cho

Edwin Phung

Rachel mcinnis

Patricia Foltyn

Independence

Natasha Ignacio

Melanie Lin

Bill K’Burg

5 South

8

11
12 East

DIVISION

CLUB

MEMBER

OFFICER

FACULTY

KIWANIS

12 South

Oak Groce

Anny Pham

Lan Ngi Phan

Susan Downey

Linda Kinney

12 West

Harker

Rebecca Pei

Lydia Neve

13 North

Linda Marquez

Brandon McClellan

Kroesna Srun

Mrs. Pascual

Mr. Putnam

13 South

Wilson

Sara Quibin

Katie Gonzalez

Isel Taylor

Elsie Nash

13 West

King Drew

Monica Tsang

Mr. Santo

14/39
15 North

Rancho Cucamonga

Krystal Liu

Michael Wong

Elaine Skaggs

Raul Rodriguez

15 East

Eleanor Roosevelt

Sarah Helfand

Sebastian Pintea

Sara Rodriguez

Belinda Becarra

15 South

Pomona

Lilly Prapusakpitak

Priscila Chen Hsu

Claudia Sanchez

Bill Taylor

16 North

Alemany

Nicholas Nyein

Samantha Tapia

Marc McPhee

16 East

VAAS

Jimmy Mancilla

Cayvon Nazih

David Kwon

Jim Lofdahl

16 South

ISLA

Tony Ordoukhanian

Joshua Calero

Gajan Fernando

Joy Kaiser

16 West

El Camino Real

Kelly Chen

Elijah Dagdaggan

Dorris Panza

Dominique Cavelier

18 East

Redwood

Christy Soltero

Ashley Ibarra

Sarah Elder

David Hernandez

Da Vinci

Emma Blosser

Andrew Garcia

Rogelio Jeronimo

Don Harris

20/32

Fortuna

Lexi Roby

Jodi Ford

Brook Raven

Janice Simmons

21

Mira Mesa

Eric Nguyen

Amy Huynh

Lisa Griffin

Irene Cannon

22 Hikina

Kaiser

Nathalia Brown

Ashley Kim

Scott Iwanaga

Jonathon Oshiro

22 Komohana

Castle

Amelie Avina

Noah Candelario

Joy Nishida

Joel Tabangcura

22 Makai

Baldwin

Higen Yatayama

Ashley Lavarias

John Hayes

DOminic Suguitan

23

North Valleys

Francis Llera

Helena Alquiza

18 West
19 North
19 South

24

Neil Atkinson

DIVISION

CLUB

MEMBER

OFFICER

FACULTY

KIWANIS

26 North

Northgate

Drake Sparling

Samuel Chen

Alyssa Phoenix

Maury Huget

26 South

California

Grace Jung

Richard Chung

Ashley Sheaff

27 North

Middle College

Caitlyn Truong

Alina Chen

Doreidy Sandoval

Bruce Mercado

27 South

Edison

Carl Sumaylo

Kirsten DeJesus

Luis Morias

Ben Reddish

28 North

Rancho

Kiera Melson

Jailene Ramos

Douglass Hall

28 South

Ed W. Clark

Yelba Gonzalez

Alisha Tulio

Mei Mei Wong

28 East

Green Valley

Jazlyn Ugale

Amanda Garcia

Mr. Martorello

28 West

Cheyenne

Kristine Ndubisi

Adrian Sayas

Madelyn McKittrick

30 North

Brea Olinda

Riley Lopez

Levana Sung

Daisy Arias

Debbie Scheibel

30 South

Whitney

Olivia Moreno

Kathy Tu

Mrs. Vosskhuler

Glenn Karter

31

Granite Hills

Jaeda Drew

Judy Mohamad

Rebecca Skullerud

Steve Blake

34 North

Sequoia

Kaitlyn Kwan

Stelly Santor

William Colglaizer

Gerry Weiss

34 South

Mountain View

William Cui

Jasmine Sun

Lizzie DeKraai

Michael Abrams

35 East

Workman

Michelle Huo

Michelle Nguyen

Connie Chen

Anna Wu

35 West

Sierra Vista

Selina Lin

Nicolus Lau

Ms. Zheng

Mahmood Bashir

36 West

Summit

Ryan Vazquez

Madison Mach

Stephen Boone

Rocket Rios

37 North

Redlands East Valley

Jenesis Alanis

Adriana Toledo

Richard Wilshire

Bill Emmerson

37 South

Mount Carmel

Suravi Hingorani

Megan Sparrow

Tasha Giffin

Randolph Tenzer

37 East

Mission Hills

Mae Hong

Nicolas Oligo

Micheal Voss

Dave Schmitt

37 West

San DIeguito

Anika Hume

Isabel Carreon

Lance Mller

Relda Colvin

Kathleen Karstenson

29

33

38 East
38 West

DIVISION

CLUB

MEMBER

OFFICER

FACULTY

KIWANIS

Shrithika Logeshwaran

Robert Engler

Judy Bertoinere

41 South
42 East

Simi Valley

42 West

Oxnard

Selene Gutierrez

Jasmine Andreas

Lorena Haas

Davie Smutthie

43

Marina

Elijah Norlund

Ivete Robledo

Derrick Jasso

Giselle Young

44 North

Roseville

Gabby Daniel

Alyssa Schmidt

Laura Bullard

Landa Dubose

Peter Johanse

Wyatt Wilson

Elaine Yong

Danielle Jackson

Nan Jacobs

Rancho Mirage

Ben Corcoran

Paola Gutierrez

Tamara Long

Diane Greenhouse

44 South
45
46 North
46 South
47
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DIVISION 20 NORTH | LEVANA SUNG

This weekend I got the chance to participate in the Officer
Training Conference. It was a huge, region wide event, the
purpose was to ensure that the transition to our duties as officers
can go as smoothly as possible. There we signed in and our LTG
made some “rhino food” that consisted of purple wrapped
candy. We then were given a motivational speech, it was super
fun listening to the speaker talked about his experience with Key
Club. We were also served some delicious lunch that was
prepared by the Kiwanians, they were a huge help in making
the event possible. The purpose of the event was to learn about
our position, which is exactly what happened next. We were
guided to our respective class where we learned about our
individual position. I attended the editor class, which our LTG
Yena directed. She explained our duties as editors, gave some
tips on being an editor, and gave us important information such
as deadlines. This class really gave me more ideas on what I can
do as a Division News Editor. I gained so much inspiration for the
Newsletters and possible content for the Newsletter. The next
class I attended was also by Yena. She explained the Kiwanis
Family tree, I definitely learned more about the Key Club family
tree and the other possibilities for each separate groups of
people such as Circle K for college, Builders Club for Middle
School, and K-Kids for elementary students. Not only did I learn
about the family tree but I learned about each club’s mission
and goal. This day not only broaden my perspective of Key Club
but also gave me so much information to bring back to my
home club. This was an unforgettable experience and I can’t
wait to put my new knowledge to use!

REGION 2 OTC
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ALAMEDA BIKE RODEO AND FESTIVAL
DIVISION 2 NORTH |JANE CHANG
A day after the May DCM, volunteers from schools of Division 2 South
made their way to Alameda for the Bike Rodeo and Festival. Upon
arrival, we were assigned to do helmet fitting, be course supervisors,
or go to the bike decorations area. However, we were able to move
around the stations to see if others needed help if we didn’t have
much to do at the time. I was assigned to helmet fitting, where I
helped kids choose the right sized helmet for them and talk about
safety on the roads when riding bikes. There was a long chalk course
where we could guide the children as course supervisors. It’s
important to educate children to wear helmets and look for stop
signs and bike lanes so that they can be safe on the roads. We didn’t
only get to teach, but we also learned interesting things as well. I
vividly remember making smoothies with bikes wheels; we would put
fruits in the blender and the back wheel of the bike would power the
blender. Then, we would give little shots of fruit smoothie to those who
wanted them and came first, and start the process over again. After
3 hours of hard work, we were treated with delicious and savory
tacos. We felt extremely grateful for how kind the event coordinator
was and how delightful the event was. We were able to bond with
members throughout the division and see the smiles on children and
adults as well. If possible, it would be great if this could be an annual
event for Key Clubbers to attend again next year!

RELAY FOR LIFE
DIVISION 7 SOUTH | HANA THAI
Out of all three years of my high school career, this was
my first time attending Relay for Life, a 24 hour long
event that fundraises for cancer patients and its
research. Since it was my first time, I decided to give it
my all! I fundraised over the past month to raise $100 for
cancer, and the amount gave me the privilege to
camp overnight at the event. Because of my
overwhelming commitment, many thought it was my
second time at the event! For Relay for Life, I borrowed
a tent from my friend outside of Key Club so that I had a
place to sleep, since the event was outside. Though it
was rainy and stormy the entire day, the event was
never rescheduled, but moved inside the campus of
Harriet Eddy Middle School. The “track” to walk/run was
the hallways, and we were mostly dry when
participating. Through the cold winds and sprays of
water, I had fun hanging out with my Key Club, and
selling coffee and facepaint services to fundraise even
more! Playing in the rain, and talking inside the tents, it
was a very good experience. Unfortunately, I had to
leave during event to attend my aunt’s graduation and
I missed the Luminaria Ceremony, the most important
event. An academy at Monterey Trail High School
provides paper bags and fills them with fake candles,
creating a beautiful display for the ones surviving,
survived, or failed their fight against cancer. Next year, I
will be sure not the miss the ceremony, and raise more
for cancer.

LIQUID RUN
LEXI SITTHYDETH | DIVISION 30 SOUTH
MUDA MUDA MUDA! It was very relaxing
to volunteer next to the open waters of
Newport Beach! I found tranquility in
watching the waters move by the
breezes. This event was outside, and the
weather was perfect for being out! It was
not too hot, or too cold.The main task of
this event was to help with taking down
the inflatable obstacle course. They were
very big, so it took a while to tear
everything down. Volunteers had to
sweep the sand off of the floatables and
also suck out the air out of the floatables.
I did not expect this whole process to
take around 2-3 hours. There were other
small side tasks to do as well, which were
to hang dry belts and sort the life jackets
by their sizes. After deflating the obstacle

courses and packing them, they were still
pretty heavy and most were around 200
lbs. If you have scoliosis like me, then be
careful at the event to not overexert
yourself by carrying heavy items, or else
your back will hurt a lot!! At this event,
there were also two lovely dogs who
were very friendly! It almost felt like I was
at the beach at this event because of all
the sand and the body of water. The
event coordinators were very kind in
buying pizzas for all the volunteers! It was
very delicious. As I said before, this event
had a relaxing atmosphere, and I would
recommend you go with sunscreen since
you will be under the sun for the majority
of the time!
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CONTACT US!
GOVERNOR | CHUOFAN YU
cnhkc.gov@gmail.com
SECRETARY | LAWRENCE GUITTAP
cnhkc.sec@gmail.com
TREASURER | KRISTIE POON
cnhkc.treas@gmail.com

DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR | DOUG GIN
dgin.kiwanis@gmail.com
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR | MARSHALL
ROBERSON
cnhadan@gmail.com
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR | ALAN QUON
alan@alanquon.com
SPECIAL ASSISTANT | MAREK LEBLANC
cnhkc.sa@gmail.com
SERVICE LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS | BRUCE
HENNINGS
bruce@cnhkiwanis.org

NEWS EDITOR | HANAH SHIH
cnhkc.dne@gmail.com
TECHNOLOGY EDITOR | SYDNEY KARIMI
cnhkc.dte@gmail.com
VIDEO MEDIA EDITOR | DERRY CHEN
cnhkc.dvme@gmail.com
COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING CHAIR |
SYDNEY SORIANO
cnhkc.cm@gmail.com
DISTRICT CONVENTION CHAIR | MICHELLE LE
cnhkc.dcon@gmail.com
KIWANIS FAMILY & FOUNDATIONS CHAIR |JANET
TENG
cnhkc.kff@gmail.com
MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT & EDUCATION CHAIR |
DANIEL CHONG
cnhkc.mde@gmail.com
MEMBER RECOGNITION CHAIR | QUEENIE LAM
cnhkc.mr@gmail.com
POLICY INTERNATIONAL & ELECTIONS CHAIR |
JOYCE WU
cnhkc.pie@gmail.com
SERVICE PROJECTS CHAIR | MELISSA CABANA
cnhkc.sp@gmail.com

QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, CONCERNS?
ALL CONTACT INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND ON THE
CNH CYBERKEY
cnhkeyclub.org > contact

TWITTER
@CNHkeyclub

INSTAGRAM

YOUTUBE

@cnh_keyclub

CNH KEY CLUB

THANK YOU FOR
READING THIS ISSUE!
THE CNH OFFICIAL
DISTRICT NEWSLETTER

cnhkeyclub.org | keyclub.org
8360 Red Oak Street #21 Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909)-989-1500

